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Spring Has Sprung, Graduation Details Announced

Tyler Spence

Griffin McElroy

Soccer is back in the Sun
Belt, with new teams added
The Sun Belt confrence will restart men’s
soccer for Fall 2022. The confrence also
announced the addition of West Virginia,
Kentucky and South Carolina with men’s
soccer only.
Sun Belt Soccer on page 6.

HD-472178

Griffin A. McElroy, a
graduate of
Marshall
University and awardwinning podcaster, author
and voice actor, will
deliver the commencement
address
at
Marshall’s
spring
commencement
Saturday, April 30, at the
Mountain Health Arena in
Huntington.
McElroy, who graduated
from Marshall in 2009
with a bachelor’s degree
in broadcast journalism,
is best known for a highly
popular podcast, “My
Brother, My Brother &

Me,” that he stars in along
with his two brothers,
Justin and Travis McElroy.
The podcast has often been
ranked among the top 10
comedy podcasts on iTunes
nationally. Griffin McElroy
has also appeared as a voice
actor in several animated
series.
Marshall’s Spring 2022
Commencement
will
feature two ceremonies
with Brad D. Smith
presiding. A total of 1304
students are expected to
graduate this spring.
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President Smith Given
Notable Alumni Awards

MU Libraries
Annual Stress
Relief Week
Underway
By GRACE HEWITT

REPORTER | HEWITT23@MARSHALL.EDU

Photo by Brea Smith

By TREVOR SMITH

REPORTER | SMITH2784@MARSHALL.EDU

Marshall President Brad Smith
and his wife Alys were awarded the
Distinguished Alumnus and the
Distinguished Service to Marshall
Awards Saturday at the 83rd Alumni
Awards Banquet.
The banquet was held at the Brad D.
Smith Foundation Hall and was the
first year the banquet had been held
since the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic.
This year the event held spotlights for
more than this year’s awardees, also
including recipients of the awards that
were unable to be presented the past
two years.
Larry Crum, senior director of
communications at the Marshall
University Foundation Inc., said that it
had been some time since they were all
last together and able to honor members
of the community.

“A lot of these awardees are carried
over from 2019 and 2020, so to be able
to finally get to recognize some of these
outstanding individuals is exciting,” said
Crum.
The Marshall University Foundation
mentioned
many
of
Smith’s
contributions to the university,
including the $25 million donation to
Marshall’s Lewis College of Business,
to the involvement in creating the 2017
Innovating for Impact Challenge.
Cathy Burns and William Joseph Kehoe
were selected as co-recipients of the
Outstanding Community Achievement
Award, and Jeff McKay received the
Distinguished Young Alumnus Award.
Burns is also a 1983 Marshall Graduate,
and Kehoe a 1973 graduate. McKay is
a two-time graduate from Marshall, first
in 2009 and then in 2012.
“I really appreciate that they recognize

the city and Marshall are intertwined,”
said Burns. “And that they value the
work of what we do in the public arena,
public administration, and that they see
the synergy between the two. I’m really
honored to be the person to represent
that.”
Crum said that anybody can receive
the awards presented, that all they
would need to do is make a name
for themselves that represents the
community. “Go out and make a name
for yourself that represents Marshall.
Represent Marshall in your community,
and just be a true son or daughter, taking
all the things Marshall is about to their
community.” He also said that there are
many awards in lots of categories, and
that they are not just reserved for the
rich and successful.

Marshall University’s library staff
is preparing for much needed
stress relief for students as finals
approach and students tackle the
academic stress of final projects
and exams.
Sarah Mollette, MU’s online
learning librarian who oversees
the stress relief activities said,
students have stress from not
just their many classes and
assignments, on top of the stress
of life that gets thrown into the
mix.
“We created a Virtual Stress
Relief kit, that walks students
through techniques for coping
with stress, including breathing
exercises, activities, health and
wellness info, and mindfulness
tips that can really go a long way
any time of the semester, but
especially now around exams,”
Mollette said.
The university will be hosting an
array of daily activities through
Friday April 13.
“We’ve got DIY machines for
lanyards, keychains, buttons,
magnets, paperclip bookmarks,
and stickers, we’ve got our
Survival Stations starting at 9
a.m. until supplies last, with
snacks, planning pages, and
coloring sheets to give away,”
Mollette said.

Mackenzie Jedrey, a junior, said
the stress relief activities offered
by the university give students the
opportunity to unwind and take
some time for themselves.
“These activities are centered
around the mental health and
well-being of the students, and
it truly shows the effort Marshall
is putting into helping out their
students, and the activities are
free and are located on campus,
making
it
very
accessible
for students,” Jedrey said.
Jedrey encourages students to
take the time and try one of the
activities during the week and see
how it can help them.
“Creating a study plan and
keeping all my assignments in
order also helps so I can stay
focused, allowing myself to relax
also helps me prepare for finals,”
Jedrey
said.
“Overworking
yourself can cause you to burn
out so from time to time, I try
to take a break and watch a
movie or show with something
to eat to prevent burnout from
happening.”
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Recovery Groups
Celebrate National
Collegiate Recovery

“What Were
They Wearing?”
By SEMONI WEAVER
REPORTER | HEWITT23@MARSHALL.EDU

Organizations tabling on Tuesday / Shauntelle Thompson

By TREVOR SMITH

REPORTER | SMITH2784@MARSHALL.EDU

Recovery Groups gathered in the
Memorial Student Center Apr. 12 to
celebrate National Collegiate Recovery
Day.
The national event is sponsored by
the Association of Recovery in Higher
Education (ARHE). They celebrate
the organization’s founding on Apr. 15
in 2010, marking the week of Apr. 11
through the 15 as Collegiate Recovery
Week. The group also adopted the
#wearpurple in support of the day’s
events.
The Collegiate Recovery Community
(CRC) on campus has helped students
struggling with addiction for 3 years.
Rebecca Tomblin, a peer recovery
support specialist, said the event
welcomed organizations and students

to learn and grow from the groups
present.
“We’ve got outside sources,” Tomblin
said. “We have a lot of recovery
organizations together so that we can
promote this on campus and to help
individuals—we want students to get
engaged with the community. So that’s
what this is all about and promoting
collegiate recovery day too.”
The event also featured guest speakers,
Ryan Elkins and Deeidra Edmunds,
who shared their stories.
The CRC is currently located inside
the Memorial Student Center in
room 2W16A. They run programs
designed to help students reach their
full potential through non-judgmental
and inclusive peer groups, ally

training, volunteer opportunities and
more. Their presence on campus has
included weekly group meetings either
in person or online, as well as Naloxone
training for any interested students.
Coming up is the Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Service
Administration’s (SAMHSA) National
Prevention week, set from May 8 to 14.
“We were going to try to do something
for SAMHSA’s prevention week. We
don’t know exactly what yet, but we are
going to do something for prevention,”
Tomblin said.
The group hopes to continue to helps
students in any way they can and
encourages anyone interested to get
involved.

For sexual assault awareness
month, Marshall University has
created events geared towards
emboldening survivors without
shining such a dampening light
on the month.
Marshall’s
program
coordinator for the violence
prevention
and
response
program, Alyssa Hager has
established this year’s “What
Were You Wearing?” event. It
was held this past Monday, Apr.
11 at the Visual Arts Center.
This event was a survivor art
installation in partnership with
Cabell County’s Contact Rape
Crisis Center.
“The installation is a visual
representation
of
what
survivors were wearing at the
time of their assault(s) and a
reminder to audiences that
a person’s clothing choice is
never an “invitation” for sexual
assault,” Hager said.
Based on the submissions
received, Hager and her staff
recreated outfits for the exhibit
that mirrored the descriptions
of various survivors’ stories
that were described.
National Denim Day is coming
up on Wednesday, Apr. 13,
where the VPR program will
pass out buttons throughout
campus at the Wellness Center,
Women’s and Gender Center,
Counseling
Center
and
Student Affairs Office.

“The ‘Walk a Mile in Her
Shoes’ event that Marshall
University has done in the past
felt a little gender specific, and
I also did not like the idea of
having men parade around in
heels because I do not believe
it really proves anything,”
Hager said. “So instead, this
year we are taking an approach
and saying let’s make it nongender specific and let’s make
sure that people do not feel like
they have to have anything in
particular to be able to walk in
and support our event.”
The “Walk the Walk” event
this year will take place on
Apr. 14 from four to six p.m.
at the Memorial Student
Center and will offer the first
140 participants a free T-shirt.
Cabell County’s CONTACT
Rape Crisis Center will also
accept donations at the event
for children and adult coloring
books, squishy toys and
sensory/fidget toys.
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Marshall Theater Department to Perform “Other Life Forms”

By VICTORIA WARE

REPORTER | WARE57@MARSHALL.EDU

“Other Life Forms,” a romantic
comedy play written by a Marshall
alumnus, will be performed by the
theater department beginning on
Wednesday, Apr. 13 at the Joan C.
Edwards Performing Arts Center.
“’Other Life Forms’ is a comedy that
examines love,” playwright Brandon
McCoy said. “There is a character in
the play that can’t fully understand what
love is. So, that character is observing
other people to figure out if he can
define it.”
“So, the play thematically is about
proving the existence of love,” McCoy
said. “It’s a sci-fi romantic comedy that
came out of a period when I was just
starting to write plays and I had a real
interest to explore some comedies.”
McCoy wants the audience to have a

lighthearted experience. He also wants
those who are in the production to enjoy
performing the play.
“I believe that one of the important
things that theater can do and should
do is give people escape,” McCoy said.
“It’s important to do plays about serious
topics and issues, but the theater is also
about enjoyment and escapism and
having a good time. So, the biggest
thing that I want is I want people to
have a good time.”
“I want the people who see it to have a
good time and to laugh, and I also want
the people doing the play to have a good
time,” McCoy said. “As far as a theme
is concerned or a motif or something I
want people to take away… what I’ll say
is that many people who have seen this
play before felt like they were watching
themselves at a different time.”
“Whenever you’re talking about

something as universal as love, I
think that you’re opening it up to the
possibility that everyone should be able
to see themselves in it,” McCoy said.
“So, I hope that they do.”
McCoy began writing plays in 2013
or 2014. He got into playwrighting
through his experience as a director.
“I started as a professional actor 17
years ago,” McCoy said. “I came by
directing [through] acting and meeting
a lot of people and making relationships,
and I came by playwrighting through
directing because when you’re directing,
you’re really digging into plays and you
are analyzing texts and you’re starting to
figure out what sorts of things you really
like and also what sorts of things you
don’t like.”
“So, I started writing plays in earnest
in like 2013-2014, but never really with
the idea that I was writing it to share it

with people,” McCoy said. “It wasn’t
until I had a couple of drafts and I gave
it to some friends and they said, ‘This
is really funny, we should hear it out
loud,” that I finally decided to hear it
out loud and realize that we were onto
something.”
McCoy grew up in Huntington and
received a bachelor of fine arts in acting
and directing from Marshall. He said
that he is thankful for the education that
he received from the university.
“Huntington’s my hometown where
I grew up and Marshall means so much
to me because I have been able to do
the things that I’ve done because of
the education I received in the theater
department at Marshall,” McCoy said.
“It is an incredible place. It is a secret
that needs to be shared.”
“It’s a great training program and
they prepared me to have a successful

career and I’m incredibly thankful,”
McCoy said. “Then the other part of it
that I really love is getting to work with
the students. I’m a college professor
also and one of my favorite things is
discovering plays and working on plays
with young people. So, that means a lot
to me too.”
“It’s not just a play that we’re bringing
back. It’s a play that the students are
doing,” McCoy said. “It’s a little bit
of looking back for me—20 plus years
ago—and that’s really cool.”
“January of 2020, the Keegan
Theater and I toured a play I wrote
called, ‘West By God,’ and that played
at Marshall, but that was a professional
production from D. C. that played at the
Joan C. Edwards Playhouse,” McCoy
said. “This is the second play of mine
that’s been performed at Marshall.”

Dr. Yingling Lectures on Animal’s Roles in Oppression
By VICTORIA WARE
REPORTER | WARE57@MARSHALL.EDU

How animals have historically played
a role in systems of oppression will be
discussed by a University of Louisville
professor when he visits Marshall on Friday
in Harris Hall.
“One of the aspects that I will invite the
audience to consider is are we, as humans,
the only protagonists in the historical
narrative,” Dr. Charlton W. Yingling said.
“I think one of the major contributions of
these projects is to focus on non-human
actors—particularly animals—who were
also significantly involved wittingly or
unwittingly—mostly unwittingly—in these
kinds of major processes that humans
typically focus upon only themselves.”
“So, the grand sweep of this talk will talk
about the rise of empires and the rise of
slavery particularly in the Americas, focused
on the Caribbean as an epicenter of that

process,” Yingling said.
Yingling said that cattle played a very
integral part during the colonization of the
Americas.
“They allowed for the colonization of
new terrains,” Yingling said. “They also
went feral. They ran away. They resisted
captivity in some ways and drew colonizing
forces into the interiors of islands that
previously had not been explored.”
“So why does that matter?” Yingling
asked. “The way that the English became
involved in colonizing Jamaica, the way that
the French became involved in colonizing
Saint Domingue—which eventually
became Hatti—would not really have
happened without those processes…”
The title of Yingling’s lecture is “Animal
Actions, Human Reactions: Writing a
Revolutionary Caribbean and Beyond.”
The lecture will deal with the history of
slavery in the Caribbean—specifically in Hatti.

“The rise of plantation economies in
the Caribbean—of all these horrific and
extremely profitable locations the place that
was probably the most profitable of all is
what eventually became Hatti,” Yingling
said.
“So, in thinking about ‘Writing a
Revolutionary Caribbean,’ one of the
most significant revolutions that occurred
in the history of the world—was the only
successful slave revolt—was the Hattian
Revolution which went from 1791 to
1804,” Yingling said.
One recurring historical trend was the
use of attack dogs to suppress revolts or
protests.
“Within the revolution-Again, this is
where another one of these aspects of
animal agency appears,” Yingling said,
“and that is because at the end of the
revolution the French brought hundreds of
attack dogs that had been specially trained

to attack runaway slaves in Cuba, ship them
to Saint Domingue and then set them loose
on the revolutionaries.”
“This was also a process that had
previously occurred in Jamaica,” Yingling
said. “The British had done the same thing.
They purchased dogs from Cuba and sent
them to Jamaica. Eventually this legend
became extremely persuasive and planters
of cotton and other commodities in the
United States South began importing dogs
from Cuba as well.”
“So, one of the aspects of expanding
plantation economies in the United States
South was partly possible because of
dogs being ever-present to track, attack,
intimidate, pursue and sometimes kill
enslaved people which is utterly horrific,”
Yingling said.
“So, through this path—moving
through early colonization, animal agency,
later colonization, dogs in particular—I

then follow that path on through things
like the Jim Crow era in the United States
South: things like European empires that
controlled Sub-Saharan Africa up until
the mid-twentieth century where they used
dogs in a similar way,” Yingling said.
“Talking about the Civil Rights era
of the United States in which dogs were
used to attack Civil Rights protesters and
then questions about who gets to write the
narrative for these animals themselves,”
Yingling said.
“How they are incentivized, how
they’ve been selectively bred and trained
to perform in these roles and how human
societies maybe have come to look the
way that they do—particularly around
things that are lingering from the colonial
era like racism because of this very long
mammalian path,” Yingling said.
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Black History Museum Opens in Ashland
By BELLA ROBINSON

LEAD REPORTER | ROBINSON436@MARSHALL.EDU

The Idea
Darrell Smith and his aunt, Bernice Henry,
have spent the last year piecing together the
stories of Ashland, K.Y.’s strong, resilient Black
community to start the city’s first Black history
museum that will reside within the community
center at 901 Kilgore Drive.
Mrs. Henry acts as the president of the C.B.
Nuckolls Community Center and Black History Museum. Henry said that while the name
is quite long, it holds much significance to her
and her community.
“The reason being so is because Professor
C.B. Nuckolls was the Black principal of the
only Black school here in Ashland, so we are
keeping that as a reference back to him,” said
Henry.
Although the school no longer stands, its
memory and its impact are rich in the community, which boasts many alumni of the Booker
T. Washington School.
Henry said she went to the school for 9 years,
and when asked if she knew C.B. Nuckolls, she
let out a reminiscent laugh and replied, “Quite
well!”
Henry said the idea to start the C.B. Nuckolls Community Center and Black History
Museum stemmed from an idea her nephew,
Darrell, had.
“He has put out a Black History page, and
that has gone on for a little over a year,” Henry
said.
The page received immense support and
feedback from alumni of Booker T. Washington
School and former residents of Ashland submitting photos and sharing their stories.
“Darrell always said he wanted a museum,”
Henry said. “I thought, ‘What a great, great
tribute to our town and what a great legacy for
the community!’”
“When I started the Black history page on
Facebook, it just kind of grew,” Smith said.

“Crazy, it has almost been two years now, but
there are over 3,000 articles and pictures. They
keep adding and adding and adding.”
Smith said he is expecting five albums full
of old photos of Ashland’s Black community
from a friend’s mother who has grown too ill to
remember the names to be contributed to the
museum in the coming weeks.
“I’ll take them all!” Smith said. “And I don’t
care if we know them or not because we can
find out.”
Smith shared his plan to archive all materials donated to the museum as a resource for
academics and scholars as well as a tool to
research genealogy.
Preparing to Open
“The housing authority actually owns this
facility, but it had not been in use for many
years,” Henry said. “I just asked the director, ‘Is there any possibility that we could use
this building - I think it would make a great
museum?’”
The housing board then took a unanimous
vote in support of renovating the vacant space
into Ashland’s first Black history museum.
“We have gotten tremendous reception from
the board and from everyone, especially our
director, Mike Miller, who has just been phenomenal,” Henry said. “So, they leased this
building to us on a 3-year lease for $1 a year.”
“Of course, we will have to paint and do a
lot of things to make it the way we want it, but
it was in much better shape than I actually
thought it would be,” Henry said. “It needs
a new roof, which they already had on their
agenda to do, so [the housing authority] are
doing all of the heavy work so we just have
to do a lot of the superficial things to get the
museum ready.”

Cultural Significance of the Museum
Darrell Smith serves as the vice president
of the C.B. Nuckolls Community Center and
Black History Museum.
“The pictures that you see laying out here
are from Mr. Bill Blake – he passed away some
years ago, but he went to the [Booker T. Washington School] himself and he played ball,”
Smith said.”
Smith shuffled through the stacks of photos,
newspaper clippings and letters, “These were all The C.B. Nuckols Community Center
friends of his when they were going to school
together,” he said. “There are photos of the
pool as well.”
Smith said the pool was culturally significant and a staple of Ashland’s Black community.
“It sat right behind the school, which burned
down, but the pool is still there,” Smith said.
“It used to be a Black pool for years - throughout the 1980’s and the 90’s, then the city took
it over and turned it into Ashland Pool instead
of Dawson.”
Smith shared his vision for the museum to
have 40 different exhibits able to show highlighting Ashland’s Black history.
“I’m trying to find every little thing I can:
the social clubs, military, C.B. Nuckolls himself and the school itself which has intricate
pieces to it as well as the marching band, sports
and socializing,” Smith said.
He motioned his arms to an empty corner
near long, floor-to-ceiling windows.
“Over in this corner, there will be three-foot
by four-foot sections where every Black family in Ashland that I can think of and that we
can find will find their album,” Smith said.
“Anyone can come to look at it and they can
put around 40 pictures on it. I am trying to
personalize the museum to our community.”

Continued on Page 12

Photo By
Isabella Robinson
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Sun Belt Reinstates Soccer

By JUSTIN ZIMMER

REPORTER | ZIMMER3@MARSHALL.EDU

The Sun Belt Conference
announced Wednesday that it plans
to bring back men’s soccer for the
2022 season.
The nine-member league in the
Sun Belt includes James Madison,
Marshall and Old Dominion,
Coastal Carolina, Georgia Southern
and Georgia State. In addition,
West Virginia, Kentucky, and South
Carolina affiliate members of
Conference USA will join the Sun
Belt Conference.
The Sun Belt commissioner
Keith Gil said that with its members
for soccer, the Sun Belt establishes

a national powerhouse in the game.
“These elite programs will
lend instant credibility and help
establish Sunbelt as one of the
nation’s premier bids collegiate
soccer conferences,” Gil said. “The
DI programs have combined for
more than 100 All-Time NCAA
Tournament appearances.”
Marshall head coach Chris
Grassie talked about how the Sun
Belt Conference allows the program
and its other members to be in one
of the best conferences for soccer. “I
think, you know, as coaches we kind
of saw an opportunity that to kind
of create a really top conference
that was always in the Power Five
in terms of men’s soccer—that is
always trying to produce national

champions in every as getting,
you know, five, six teams in the
tournament, and that being the
goal of the of the conference and
I’ve been really proud to be a new
member of the Sunbelt.”
One of the biggest additions to
the Sun Belt is Marshall’s biggest
rival, the West Virginia University
Mountaineers.
West Virginia head coach Chris
Stratford talked about how now
the rivalry has more at stake than
simple bragging rights.
“I think it was always going to
be a long-standing rivalry between
ourselves and Marshall regardless,
given the nature of my relationship
with Chris,” Stratford said, “but to
now to have it in conference and

again, just have potentially more
bragging rights either way on
potential conference tournaments
and conference titles will go a long
way to continue to promote those as
well.”
Grassie also talked about how
now there is more at stake than the
Mountain State Derby can be a
large-scale event.
“To have three points on the
line is just makes it that much
more meaningful of a game that
is already such a simple rivalry and
such a super draw,” Grassie said,
“but we’re happy to basically put
the event on and we’re both going
to try and have great teams and
have a great spectacle of soccer out
there.”

Additionally, on Wednesday,
The Sun Belt announced the 2022
Conference Schedule for men’s
soccer. For Marshall League, play
begins Sept. 17 at Kentucky. On
Saturday, Sept. 24, Marshall’s soccer
will have its home conference debut
versus in-state rival West Virginia.
On Oct. 1, Marshall men’s soccer
will travel to Coastal Carolina and
then on the following week on Oct.
8, South Carolina. On Oct. 15,
Marshall will return home to take on
the Old Dominion Monarchs. On
Oct. 19, the Thundering Herd will
travel to Atlanta to take on Georgia
State. On Oct. 23, Marshall will
play Georgia Southern and then
round out conference by playing on
Nov. 1 against James Madison.
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Marshall Baseball Takes One
Win in MTSU Series

By JUSTIN ZIMMER

REPORTER | ZIMMER3@MARSHALL.EDU

Marshall baseball, after taking game
one of the weekend series with the
Middle Tennessee State Blue Raiders, fell
short in a double-header this past Sunday,
Apr. 10.
The first game on Friday, Apr. 8 was
an offensive battle between Marshall
and Middle Tennessee. In the first game,
Middle Tennessee scored seven runs
on 14 hits and allowed one error on the
day. The Thundering Herd, who were
victorious, scored 11 runs with 16 hits and
allowed zero errors in the ballgame.
After Friday’s game, Marshall head
coach Jeff Waggoner delivered the
following statement to RedZone.
“The biggest thing about our offense
today was the ability to answer back,”
Waggoner said. “We were down three
runs in the second inning, and we
answered.”
Waggoner also credited the starting
pitcher, Jeffery Purnell, whose final line in
the start went six innings, allowed 12 hits,
seven runs, walked a batter and struck out
one.
Waggoner said, “Credit to Jeffrey

Purnell … he didn’t have his best stuff, but
he gave us a chance to win. He stayed in
the game. We kept answering back while
he put in big innings. It’s a credit to an
older guy who gave us a quality outing.”
With weather postponing the game last
Saturday, Marshall and Middle Tennessee
State played two games on Sunday.
The first game on Sunday was a
pitching duel between Eriq Swan for
the Blue Raiders and Patrick Copen for
Marshall. Middle Tennessee was able to
get on the board after Copen hit the first
three batters to start the fourth. Copen
would hit Mason Spiers in the fourth,
allowing the first run of the ballgame.
Middle Tennessee would score two more
runs in the ballgame for a 3-1 win.
In-game two, on Sunday, the Marshall
bats got off to a quick start early with two
first-inning home runs by Luke Edwards
and Ryan Leitch to get an early 2-0 lead.
However, after the first inning, the Blue
Raiders scored five unanswered runs to
win the ballgame 5-2.
After the weekend series, Marshall’s
record is now 14-18-1. Marshall will be
back on the diamond Tuesday against the
Ohio Bobcats.
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Russian Ruble’s Recovery Masks Disruptive Impact of
West’s Sanctions – But it Won’t Make Putin Seek Peace
PETER RUTLAND
WESLYAN UNIVERSITY

(THE CONVERSATION) Six
weeks into the war with Ukraine,
Russia’s economy seems to be
holding up better than initially
expected.
Despite unprecedented sanctions
and an exodus of Western
companies, the Russian ruble – a
widely followed indicator of the
economy – has recovered all of its
earlier losses. Meanwhile, billions
of dollars continue to flow in
from energy sales to Europe and
elsewhere, which has allowed
the Kremlin to keep paying its
international debts.

However, Russia’s apparently
robust financial situation is
something of a chimera and masks
the real pain being experienced
by Russians and stress on the
economy.
I’ve been a close observer
of Russia for over 30 years. I
have been struck by the tension
between Russia’s integration into
the global economy on the one
hand and its growing domestic
authoritarianism on the other.
Russia’s integration is what
makes the sanctions sting. Its
authoritarianism is what makes
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them irrelevant.
Broad and deep sanctions were
promptly imposed on Russia by
over 50 countries after the Feb. 24,
2022, invasion.
Notably, those joining the sanctions
included
historically
neutral
Switzerland – a key location for
many of Russia’s overseas banking
assets – and Taiwan, the source of
60% of the world’s microchips.
The sanctions had an immediate
and dramatic impact. The ruble
lost 50% of its value within days
as Russians lined up to draw out
dollars and rubles from their bank
accounts. Panic buying of sugar,
buckwheat and other essentials
meant empty shelves and scuffles
in stores. The official sanctions
were followed by a wave of foreign
companies deciding to suspend
their operations in Russia or pull
out entirely.
But the more dire predictions of
how this would affect Russia have
not come to pass.
For example, after plunging to a
record low of 136 to the U.S. dollar
on March 10, 2022, the ruble has
recovered to 83 to the dollar as
of April 11, roughly what it was
worth before the invasion. This is
due to the Russian Central Bank’s
imposition of strict rules, such as
requiring exporters to convert 80%
of their dollar earnings into rubles,
banning individuals from taking
more than US$10,000 out of the
country and introducing a 12% tax
on dollar purchases.
Likewise, Russia met its debt

payments in March, and though
the ratings agency S&P declared it
to be in “selective default” in April
after it paid bondholders in rubles
rather than dollars, it still hasn’t
fully defaulted on its debt.
While some individual countries
such as the U.S., U.K. and
Lithuania have announced that
they will no longer buy Russian
oil and gas, the European Union
cannot afford to take such a step
until the infrastructure for handling
alternative fuel supplies has been
created. And China and India
continue to be big buyers of Russian
oil.
Furthermore, any drop in the
volume of sales due to sanctions has
been more than compensated by a
60% spike in the price of oil.
As a result, Russia continues to
rake in $35 billion a month from
its oil and gas exports, more than
enough to enable it to meet its
international debt obligations – and
to keep the war going.
The ruble, however, is no longer
a convertible currency, so its
exchange rate is an artificial
indicator that tells us little about the
economy. Its apparent stabilization
is a deceptive measure and doesn’t
reflect the traumatic shock that the
real economy is experiencing as a
result of the sanctions.
The rising cost of living, on the
other hand, is a more revealing
indicator. It’s something the
Kremlin is likely concerned about
because it can potentially lead to
social unrest.

Russian consumer prices rose
7.6% in March and were up 16.7%
from a year earlier. Part of this is
due to rising global food prices even
before the Ukraine war. The United
Nations food price index was up
34% in March from a year earlier.
Russian Prime Minister Mikhail
Mishustin offered a window into
how bad things actually are when
he told the State Duma on April
7, 2022, that the crisis is the worst
that Russia has faced in 30 years.
The economy will take six months
to adapt, he added – which may
turn out to be an overly optimistic
assessment. The European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
expects the Russian economy to
contract by 10% this year.
The potential for rising
unemployment is another concern.
Analysts surveyed by Bloomberg
forecast Russian joblessness to
exceed 9% in the coming months,
the first time it’s been that high in
more than a decade.
To soften the blow, the government
is spending 40 billion rubles (about
$470 million) subsidizing wages in
industries affected by the sanctions.
This affects about 400,000 workers
in total.
Meanwhile, the fate of the
thousands of workers in foreignowned businesses that are now
shuttered
remains
uncertain.
Russia has yet to follow through on
threats to nationalize their assets,
but some companies, such as the
local franchisees of retail outlets
like McDonald’s, may try to reopen

continued on page 11
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New Mexico Hails Expanded Free College, but Some Remain Wary

High school senior Cruz Davis-Martinez speaks with fellow students at the New Mexico School for the Arts on Thursday, March 10, in Santa
Fe, N.M. Davis Martinez stands to benefit from a $85 million program to make college free for state residents if he attends the University
of New Mexico. (AP Photo/Cedar Attanasio)

By CEDAR ATTANASIO

ASSOCIATED PRESS/REPORT FOR AMERICA
SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) — Even after still hope for us.”
Many states — including New Mexico
failing a test that set her back a semester,
Maribel Rodriguez will be heading back to — have for years offered free tuition
nursing school this fall with a generous new programs for four-year degrees to residents,
state scholarship that abandons eligibility but the programs had restrictions, limiting
criteria to help more working adults get a participation to recent high school
graduates and requiring that they attend
college degree
New Mexico is expanding its “Opportunity school full-time.
Supporters of those restrictions say they
Scholarship,” which has already paid for
Rodriguez’s tuition and allowed her to incentivize students to finish their degree
apply federal grants toward living expenses and narrow the number of students who
like gas and groceries. She’s reapplying to participate, reducing costs. But critics argue
the nursing program and hopes to finish they create too many hurdles for students
her degree without racking up debt that to succeed, especially those who are lowcould hurt her husband and three children. income and struggling to work, pay rent
“I didn’t think a whole lot of opportunities and raise a family.
New Mexico’s revamped program
were really out there for me at my age,” said
Rodriguez, 37, of Lovington, New Mexico, provides students with more flexibility,
who left college at 19 in part because she including attending college part-time and
couldn’t afford rent. “Even though if we allowing them to use federal grants for
missed it whenever we were younger there’s personal expenses. There’s no requirement

to finish in a set number of years.
“It opens the door for a lot of people,
especially people who started a degree and
had to leave for some reason,” said Kathy
Levine, financial aid director at Northern
New Mexico College in Española.
Still, Levine and other college counselors
hesitate to promise students future funding.
Most of the $75 million expansion of
the program relied on one-time federal
pandemic relief and is authorized for only
one year. If funding is reduced, students
could find themselves without support
midway into their degree or certificate
program.
As recently as 2017, New Mexico cut its
other college scholarship program to just
60% of tuition because of an unexpected
drop in state revenue. State officials say that
program, the Lottery Scholarship, is now
solvent at 100% for at least the next four

years.
New Mexico’s governor and Legislature
hope the expanded Opportunity
Scholarship will be enough to reverse
the state’s dismal education outcomes.
Only Mississippi has a lower percentage
of four-year-degree holders, at 23%,
according to Census estimates.
Since 2020, the program has been
used by 10,000 state residents pursuing
associate’s degree programs, including
nursing.
“It checks all those boxes, very robust,
certainly stands out as a national model,”
Jessica Thompson, vice president of the
left-leaning think tank The Institute for
College Access and Success, said of the
revised program.
But Thompson warns that states are
often ill-equipped to promise generous
programs to students long-term because
their revenues are so closely tied to the
whims of the economy.
Thompson says other states like
Oregon have authorized generous
programs for undergrads, only to cut
them when budgets were lean.
In 2020, Oregon had to cut its budget
and tell 1,070 low-income students they
wouldn’t be receiving the aid previously
promised to them. This month, Oregon
announced it’s doubling its cost-of-living
grant for low-income students.
New Mexico officials had estimated
that roughly 35,000 students could
participate in the expanded program.
But that number will likely shrink because
universities across the state already have
raised tuition, disappointing state higher
education officials.
New Mexico Tech raised tuition by 9%,
citing increased costs and the availability
of the new scholarships. Others raised
tuition by around 4%.
Starting in July, universities will have
to negotiate with the state on tuition
increase limits if they want to participate
in the free tuition program. But the law
didn’t prevent them from increasing
tuition before that date.
At least for next year, the expanded

program also will make existing support
for recent high school graduates even
more generous by allowing them to use
federal funding for personal expenses,
in addition to the existing “Lottery
Scholarship” that pays their tuition.
That’s welcome news at an arts school
in Santa Fe where students discussed
their plans with a New Mexico State
University recruiter on a lunch break.
“Some of our parents are still paying
back their loans from college,” said
junior Zoë McDonald, 17, an aspiring
cinematographer.
Painter Cruz Davis-Martinez, 18,
knows he wants a four-year degree and
is comparing the University of New
Mexico and two schools in other states.
“A lot of my high school career,
unfortunately, was spent taking dual
credit,” Davis-Martinez said, “because I
had that financial insecurity.”
At age 15, he started traveling 40
minutes so he could take advantage of
free college classes paid for by his high
school. The idea was to earn college
credits so he could save money in college.
Now he’s realizing he can attend all the
classes he needs without going into debt
and without having to work so much that
it cripples his academic performance.
Under New Mexico’s new plan, he’ll
get more support than expected, though
the exact cost of college is unclear. State
officials are still writing the final rules for
the program, including what fees will be
covered and how much universities can
raise tuition.
Thompson said it’s important for
students to be able to pursue their
education without the threat of debt
hanging over them. Still, she thinks the
state is one economic downturn away
from cutting benefits and that the federal
government needs to fund more of these
programs.
“I’ll be surprised if New Mexico can
sustain this without, you know, continued
federal engagement and involvement in
funding,” she said. “And I don’t think
other states can follow them.”
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University Chorus Presents Elements Concert

Professor Briana Nannen helped organize the event

The Poster for the Elements Concert

By TREVOR SMITH
REPORTER | SMITH2784@MARSHALL.EDU

As professor Briana Nannen
travels the country, she is distressed
by what she sees as evidence of
the planet’s failing health, and she
wanted to address the problem the
best way she knows how through
her music.
“I find it important to foster
conversations
and
musical
experiences that impact our
students beyond the classroom,”
Nannen said, describing the
motivation for her “Elements of
Earth” choral concert performed
last weekend at Marshall’s Smith
Recital Hall.
“It is my hope that members of
the choir have gained a broader
view of their impact on the world

and how they might consider
making adjustments to their own
lives for the betterment of not
only themselves but for those living
across the globe as well,” Nannen
said.
The choir started with a song that
was planned to be performed in the
spring of 2020, but the start of the
Covid-19 pandemic prevented it.
Nannen said the song was called
“Seasons” and “regrettably, that
concert was never able to take
place, but we are grateful for the
opportunity to showcase Earth
songs tonight.”
“Seasons” stood out to Nannen
for its meaning, which he explained
saying, “This piece holds special

significance to me, not only for its
beautiful harmonic writing but for
its context as well.”
Nannen also said that the piece
was written in response to the war
in Iraq, something that she says is
“quite timely.”
According to Nannen, the show
was “a concert that I have been
interested in programming for
several years now.
“And given the current state of
the world,” Nannen said, “both in
terms of impact on the climate and
as well as one another, it seemed
quite timely to bring this vision
forward at this time.”
She also spoke of wildfires in the
world, notably in California and

Australia.
“Wildfires, which are becoming
more common across the globe,
coupled with our own greed and
inability to adapt to change are
wiping out large numbers of trees,
further perpetuating the climate
crisis,” Nannen said.
Including the fires, Nannen also
mentioned floods, hurricanes and
tornadoes. She said that these are
not always nature’s doing. “Those
seemingly unrelated events, they
are all a response to the damage
we are perpetuating by the daily
choices we make. From the car
we drive and the food we eat, to
the temperature of our dwelling
places.”

“I feel that without Donna
Summer we wouldn’t have acts like
Beyoncé and Rihanna because she
did so much within their industry,”
Edwards-Jones said. “I know it
took a lot out of her and it was
very brave of her, but I think she
was thinking about the women who
came behind her, not just herself.”
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Russian Ruble Recovery Continued
under Russian management and
build new brands and supply
chains. The Russian subsidiaries
of the top Western accounting
firms reportedly plan to continue
operating under new names.
One important safety valve for
Russian workers is the presence of
roughly 10 million migrant workers,
15% of the total workforce, who are
typically the first to be fired. The
fall in the remittances they send
back home will be a blow to the
economies of Central Asia.
Russian consumers and companies
are also encountering shortages of
a wide range of goods, including

pharmaceutical supplies, such as
asthma inhalers, and drugs for
Parkinson’s disease. Even copy
paper, whose price has tripled over
the past month, is hard to come by
because of a halt to the import of
key chemicals, leading to calls for
university entrance exams to be
suspended this year.
The situation looks particularly
grave in the information technology
sector. Russian companies and
state-owned enterprises remain
heavily dependent on imported
hardware and software – despite
a 2017 order to wean themselves
off of Western software. As part

of the sanctions, companies like
Microsoft and Google are no longer
doing business in Russia, leaving
local managers scrambling to find
alternative software.
Compounding the problem is the
fact that tens of thousands of IT
professionals are leaving Russia
because they can easily work
overseas, free from the economic
and political restrictions of life
in Russia. In a bid to stem the
flow, on March 29, 2022, Prime
Minister Mishustin signed a decree
exempting IT professionals from
the draft.
The goal of the Western powers in

imposing sanctions was to increase
pressure on the government in the
hope that President Vladimir Putin
would come to the realization that
the costs of continuing the war
in Ukraine exceed the benefits.
Unfortunately, that strategy may
exaggerate the extent to which
Putin factors the living standards of
ordinary Russians into his decisionmaking calculus.
Moreover, the war and the
resulting sanctions seem likely
to be further empowering hardline nationalist elements of the
Russian government, with some
critics calling for a reintroduction

of Soviet-style central planning
and a military mobilization of the
economy.
Put simply, the future looks bleak
for Russian citizens, who will
continue to bear the brunt of the
sanctions. Putin apparently expects
them to tighten their belts until he
achieves his “victory” – which is
increasingly being seen in Russia
as a war with the “collective West,”
not just Ukraine.
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Black History Museum Opens in Ashland

Images compiled for the Black History Museum

Continued from Page 5
How to Support the Museum

“We are a nonprofit organization, so operate completely on
contributions or whatever grants
that we can garner up,” Henry
said. “Or anyone can come in
and volunteer once the museum
starts. We want everyone to support, or to be a participant in, the
museum more than anything.”
“We have got some surprises
for them,” Henry said. “You
know when you find something
new and exciting, and it makes
you feel really inspired to find
more? That is what we hope for
people to feel when they visit our
museum – inspired, encouraged,
regenerated, unified, and all
those wonderful terms that cause
us to be closer together.”
Once the museum is operating

and accepting visitors, Henry
said she hopes it becomes an active part of the community and
a destination. The museum is set
to open February 2023.
“We are doing Black history
educational programs for children and adults, and for children
it will be absolutely free,” Henry
said.
The plan for the museum to
open is February 2023.
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